PRESS RELEASE
The Afterlife of a Soap Star: An exclusive one-woman
comedy show written and performed by Andrea Gordon
Venue: 69 Home Street Laughing Horse @ The Cuckoo’s Nest
14:00 August 1-7

50 mins 16 +

PRESS CONTACT: Andrea 07725 945923
•

A hilarious tale of an ex-soap star’s face-off
with media mania, sexist stereotyping and family feuds.

•

A witty insight into the life of a modern-day media babe from the
courtroom to the therapy room and many places in between.

•

A journey of self-discovery in a mad, bad world.

Actor and comedian Andrea Gordon reveals her comic-tragic adventures since
playing Bren in BBC’s award winning series, Doctors. After her soap star alter
ego was dramatically killed off at the end of the last series, Andrea received
an acclaim as one of the “worst dressed” at the British Soap Awards for her
fierce fashion sense.
“Andrea has turned up in a chaotic floor length dress, her hair pulled back a
quiff” The Sun
The Afterlife of a Soap Star is (Andie’s) hilariously honest account of how she
is dealing with everything life throws at her – as an actor, coach, consumer,
citizen, sister, daughter…and cat lover. We are taken through court room drama, domestic abuse and farcical UK therapy, via Andreas’s strong characters
and real life tales...with a bit on body language – yours – in between!
Andrea’s sassy sense of humour and sprinkling of self-derision will appeal to
anyone – male or female – trying to come to terms with the modern world!
“Bren plays the part of an addict very convincingly. Let’s not confuse the
character with the acting. The actress is terrific” Helen W, BBC Doctor’s fan
But where does acting begin and madness end..? Come find out.
The show opens at 2pm on 1 August 2019 at the Cuckoo’s Nest, and runs every
day up to and including 7 August 2019.

